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Abstract: Graphene is considered one of the most significant materials of contemporary time, 

establishing a high impact in every research field domain and recently setting foot in the commercial 

market. The exclusive characteristics have made it one of the essential materials for many energy 

generating devices. Before using graphene electrodes, lithium was mostly used by energy-producing 

devices, but after the graphene invention, the electrode situation changed. Lithium-ion batteries are now 

getting attached to graphene electrodes to increase the device's efficiency and energy production rate. 

This review comprehensively covers the present scenario of leading graphene industries entering the 

photovoltaics market and highlighting the pristine futuristic vista where it might reign as a chief 

component in most energy devices. The light weightiness, cost-effective fabrication charge than other 

2D materials is more promising for assembling in solar cell industries. It has also spread over benchmark 

prototypes in solar cars, space crafts, robotics, and artificial intelligence. The article also canvassed the 

science behind its mechanism in photovoltaics as well as emphasized ingenious modifications by 

several research institutions and conglomerate industries to exploit this wonder material for the welfare 

of humankind. 
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1. Introduction 

The ubiquitous influence of excessive energy demand can be observed by depleting 

natural resources and colossal demand on renewable energy resources [1,2]. The use of 

renewable resources over carbon-emitting natural fossil fuels helps minimize greenhouse gas 

emissions, excessive expanse to buy and process fossil fuel, and a speedy extinguishing source 

of natural fossil fuels [3]. Despite various renewable energy assets available, solar energy 

limitations are comparatively less than other alternatives, making it one of the cleanest and 

holistic energy sources to practice during this global energy crisis. 

In one day, 164 watts per square meter is the entire sunlight hitting the earth's surface, 

thus having an immense impact in producing renewable energy resources [4]. The procedures 

of radiation, convection, photosynthesis, and various types of precipitation associated with the 

hydrological cycle hastens with the gargantuan quantity of sunlight falling on the earth, as 

depicted in Figure 1. In the long run, it increases the production of biofuels, photovoltaic and 

solar energy, and wind energy and hydroelectricity generation. Hence, the amount of sunlight 

hitting the earth's surface has a much important impact on renewable energy production. This 

harvested solar energy in countless solar farms relies on solar cell devices where performance 
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is countered on solar cell efficiency (i.e., the amount of energy that gets collected from sunlight 

and converted into electricity using photovoltaics). Some leading solar panel-making 

manufacturers rely on the conventional usage of silicon solar cells, while the R&D section of 

several franchises is exploring new specific materials over the last 5 years as an alternative for 

silicon [4]. Its different parts get constructed with new-age materials like perovskite, which are 

mainly used for light-absorbing substance in the solar panels. On the other hand, hole 

transportation is also necessary for getting proper electric output from the solar cell. Hence, 

nickel, lithium, and titania are the substances that usually get used in the solar cell for this 

purpose, whereas [6, 6]-Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) is mainly used as an 

electron transporting agent in the solar panels [5]. 

 
Figure 1. Formation of various renewable energy on earth by solar radiation. 

In 2004, Andre Geim and Kostya Novoselov from Manchester University, while 

clearing a lump of graphite from a lamp, serendipitously discovered a new allotrope of carbon, 

having a hexagonal lattice of an atomistic thin single layer of carbon atoms known as graphene 

[6]. The thin layer of substance suddenly caught their attention, and the flakes were only one 

atom thin. This particular work won Andre and Kostya's Nobel Prize in 2010, displayed in 

figure 2. However, the realm of applications plunged to a great depth after discovering 

graphene varying from fuel additives to photonics and raised a question on the fight against 

COVID-19 [7-15]. Over 20graphene-based products had gained momentum in 

commercialization, and in recent years the photovoltaic industries were not left untouched [16]. 

 Graphene had been blended with other chemical entities to enhance solar cell efficiency 

but subsequently hampered the solar cell device's reproducibility. However, in inverted solar 

cells, graphene oxides are mainly used as hole conductors paired with the solar cell's light-

absorbing materials. To get this advantage from the solar cell, graphene oxide had been 

fabricated with polymeric substances for fecund outcome [17-19]. Therefore, usage of 

graphene and its derivatives in solar cells adds up various positive outcomes in energy 

generation procedure, yet the fabrication process is quite challenging in graphene-based solar 

cells [20]. Apart from the challenging aspect of preparing a bulk amount of graphene, the 

installation time is reduced for other device components. On the other hand, incorporating 

graphene improves the overall performance of solar energy-producing devices. Interestingly, 
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graphene fabrication was found comparatively less expensive than the inorganic perovskite 

materials and the organic conducting polymers. Moreover, the tuneability and external 

quantum efficiency of graphene-based energy producing device starkly juxtaposed with non-

metallic and other metallic nanomaterials. 

 
Figure 2. (a) Schematic illustration of atomistic single-layer graphene;(b) Pie chart of global energy 

consumption of the year 2017; Illustrated photograph of (c) Graphene powder (d) Andre Geim and (e) Kostya 

Novoselov. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2019, ©Nobel Media. Photo: U Montan. 

 This article comprehensively throws light upon graphene's current stage in solar cell 

industries and its increasing public demand. The state-of-the-art production and performance 

of these industrially-developed graphenes have been highlighted with minimal coverage of the 

underlying physics behind it as a plethora of review articles is available. Interestingly, this 

work brings a new dimension about graphene's fate in upcoming years and the possible 

developments of futuristic electronic and photovoltaic devices based on the current research on 

the prototypes. 

2. Large Scale Production of Graphene for Solar Panels 

 Charles Fritts, the American inventor, pioneered the first commercial selenium-based 

solar panel. However, after a century of research, many multinational companies have secured 

laudable achievements in the bulk production of graphene-based solar cells. First Solar Inc., 

NextEra Energy, Canadian Solar, Hanwha-Q Cells, FreeVolt, IDTechEx are some of the most 

distinguished graphene-based solar cell manufacturers. Apart from them, Xiamen Eco-Sources 

Technologies Co. Ltd and Hebei Desheng Economic and Trade Co. Ltd is two emerging 

companies that had initiated manufacturing of graphene-based solar cells in R&D. Since 2009, 
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one of the leading Chinese solar cell manufacturer Trina Solar took a giant leap in the 

production of graphene panels [21]. 

 
Figure 3. Pie chart for the materials required in a standard solar cell in 2018. 

 Similarly, the production of graphene-based panels in First Solar has thrived; otherwise, 

the company's level of sustainability in financial and production could never be achieved [22]. 

On the other hand, Canadian Solar has produced nearly 32 GW productions which got 

distributed over 150 countries [23].  

 

Figure 4. (a) Histogram of patents produced in 2018 by some renowned leading industrial firms; (b) Ordinary 

module glass (left) vs. ZNShine graphene-coated glass (right) (water sprayed under the same dust pollution, 

self-cleaning ability of significantly stronger graphene-coated glass) source: (PRNewsfoto / ZNShine Solar); (c) 

Flow diagram of graphene production in NanoXplore. 
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Hence, the production of graphene progress has upscaled in these industries from the 

rise in financial growth as well as public demands. Hanwha Q-cells of South Korea had seen $ 

559.3 million annual sales in 2015 compared to $ 519 million in 2014. In 2017, it skyrocketed 

to $ 887.5 million, and that was evident since the company initiated the circulation of graphene 

panels as per customer demands [24]. The production of graphene-based solar panels is still in 

its infancy as other solar cell components are produced on a gargantuan scale, as displayed in 

Figure 3 [25]. Although, graphene-based photovoltaics have become comparatively cheaper 

nowadays than commercial silicon solar cells due to bulk and facile production units and 

surplus demand than the latter. In the international market, graphene solar cells are being sold 

at $ 0.36 - $ 0.42, while commercial silicon solar cells are sold at a much higher price ~ $ 2.58 

per panel. 

NanoXplore is the largest graphene producer globally to produce high-quality 

graphene-enhanced polymer NanoXplore uses a one-step environment-friendly method. This 

giant corporate follows a unique technology to produce graphene from thin graphite flakes that 

are not just environment friendly but also include low-cost production and high yield, as 

represented in Figure 4. 

On the other hand, China Carbon Graphite Group produces graphene sheets from 

natural graphite. From extended graphite, they also manufacture thin layers of graphene oxide 

via the Hummers method, which could be easily dispersed into water [26]. Liquid graphene 

oxide is converted into a graphene oxide sheet after deposition on Langmuir-Blodgett films. 

Illustrious Spanish graphene manufacturer - Graphenea uses different methodologies for 

graphene production. Catalyst optimization, procedure, process enhancement, and optimization 

of product cost are few basic things considered during graphene production. It is always keen 

to improve its production technology by introducing a newer version of R&D investments and 

scientific inventions, leading to the company's success mantra in high-scale graphene 

preparation [27]. In a similar trend, Saint Jean Carbon always focused on low-cost, continuous, 

and rapid graphene production. They mainly follow the procedure of deposition of graphene 

on YBa2Cu3O7 superconducting nanoparticle surfaces via matrix-assisted pulsed laser 

evaporation [28]. 

ZNShine Solar's G12 evolution era series is a popular brand in the field of graphene 

sheet production for solar panels. In 2018, the industry had tried to ensure the graphene sheets' 

quality in the G12 evolution series. It mainly consists of three types of busbar glass modules: 

12-busbar, 5-busbar, and double glass graphene modules separately. To increase the light 

transmission process, the solar farm had introduced a graphene film layer onto it, which also 

had the self-cleaning capability, as represented in figure 4b. The R&D section is much eager 

to introduce its graphene-coated modules into the market sooner. The self-cleaning property 

will lower the cost of cleaning the device. According to ZNShine Solar authorities, carbon 

coating modules help to maximize light transmission by 94.3%, thus increasing overall power 

output by around 1%. Sometimes this power output may plummet by 0.5%, but it will never be 

lower than that [29]. 

The unsaturated sp2 and sp3 mixed hybridization of graphene naturally pose a unique 

chemical property via covalent bonding with other electron and hole contributing layers, 

making it more viable as an eximious multi-junction solar cell material [30, 31]. Most 

conventional heterojunction photovoltaics are buried inside the cell, whereas graphene has a 

photo-responsive 2D surface. Thus, most industries tailor this exposed surface of graphene to 

regulate: the polarity through doping, Fermi level (chemical potential), and optical properties 
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for enhanced photovoltaic efficiency. This unprecedented nature of graphene where it can 

accommodate between any layer: acting as a hole transport layer as well as an active buffer 

layer had been shown in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5. Schematics of graphene heterojunction photovoltaics and innovative approaches to achieve efficiency 

while using as HTL as well as electron transport layer; (a) Sketch of mesoscopic MAPbI3-based PSC exploiting 

MoS2 Quantum Dots:functionalized-rGO hybrids as both HTL and active buffer layer [44]. Reprinted with 

permission from ref [44]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society; (b) Schematic of the graphene/MoS2/n-

Si solar cell [45].Reproduced with permission from ref [45]. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry; 

(c)Schematic structure of the graphene/GaAs 2D solar cell. Reprinted with permission from ref [37]. Copyright 

2015 Elsevier; (d) Schematic description of graphene anode organic solar cell [46]. Reprinted with permission 

from ref [46]. Copyright 2014 John Wiley and Sons; (e) Illustration of the TiO2-Graphene-Si solar cell structure 

[47]. Adapted with permission from ref [47]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society; (f) Schematic 

illustration of PSC having an architecture of FTO/N-doped graphene-ZnO NR composite/CH3NH3PbI3/Spiro-

OMeTAD/Ag [48].Reprinted with permission from ref [48] Copyright 2020 Elsevier; (g) Structure of flexible 

perovskite solar cell PSC based on an electrode platform consisting of a Cu grid-embedded polyimide film and a 

graphene sheet. Reprinted with permission from ref [32]. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society; (h) 

Schematic configuration of FTO/STO/mp-AG/MAPbI3−xClx:Ag-rGO/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au. Reprinted with 

permission from ref [42]. Copyright 2019 John Wiley and Sons. 
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 High conductivity, electrolytic activities, and large surface area are some of the 

few other exceptional properties that make graphene-based solar panels advantageous over the 

first generation of photovoltaics [32-34]. Apart from the aforementioned characteristic 

features, the industrial approach had observed corrosion resistance ability is a phenomenal trait 

in graphene that stand-aloof against other hole conducting materials in a solar cell [35, 36]. 

Owing to these exceptional features, Li et al. reported a graphene-based multi-junction solar 

cell's efficiency as high as 18.5 % upon combining with GaAs 2D structure [37]. After 

successful experimentation in R&D, viable production of thin-film, tandem, and dye-sensitized 

graphene-based solar cells are also being manufactured commercially on a limited scale [38-

42]. Albeit these different types of solar cells attain whooping efficiency, but large-scale 

manufacturing is highly challenging to date. In 2020, a smart-designed sustainable lavish home 

creator - S2A Modular, purchased the patented rights from PV Graf™ Technology of the first 

graphene-based solar cell home design. Not only it cuts real-world challenges like inclement 

weather, dirt pollution, and rainfall but has 20 percent more efficient than any existing 

commercial solar panels. Also, these solar cells' production is not hampered, whereas metallic 

panels develop micro-cracks from high-temperature soldering [43]. 

Hence, from the previous reports, it is clear that graphene preparation is mostly done 

using thin graphite flakes by almost every graphene manufacturers and research fraternities 

around the globe [49-52]. Also, the extensive usage of toxic solvents like dimethylformamide 

(DMF) and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) due to the hydrophobicity of graphene makes the 

process less favorable. Hence, other non-aqueous solutions had been used to disperse graphite 

during graphene preparation. The demand for graphene oxide has also become significantly 

high in every graphene manufacturing firm because of its hole transport layer, minimum 

expense, and aqueous dispersive conditions, making it environment-friendly. Apart from these 

conventional ways of commercial-grade graphene productions, some alternative techniques are 

also being practiced to maximize graphene yield in the manufacturing unit. Over the last few 

years, bottom-up synthesis from non-graphitic resources could be a modern approach to 

replacing the graphite's micro-mechanical exfoliation process. Although these techniques had 

been limited to lab-scale, bulk preparation needs further optimization and modification in the 

industrial sector process [53-59]. At present, Rice University has developed a pulsed laser-

induced graphene preparation technique on poly-imide films and other carbonaceous materials 

[60, 61]. This state-of-the-art method helps obtain desired layers of graphene with high 

precision under ambient atmospheric conditions, and it is believed in coming years that this 

method can be an alternative for CVD in photovoltaic industries. 

3. Supremacy of Graphene in Solar Cell and Photovoltaics 

 The fundamental manufacturing units in graphene-based solar cell companies require 

relatively low-cost materials where fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glasses are generally used 

as the base material for the deposition of a graphene sheet. Industrially, this sheet is suspended 

over an aqueous solution, and an adhesive binder is added prior to drop-cast/painted on the 

FTO surface. This conventional spray-painting procedure had the advantage of controlling the 

thickness of the deposited layers on the glass substrate. The precise ratio of dopants, binders, 

conducting polymers, and other HTL materials can be engineered to attain higher efficiency 

than conventional Si-solar cells. Hence, every industry conceals their respective ratios in 

graphene panels' production to compete with their rival counterparts. 
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Graphene cells primarily execute a bridging network between excited electrons and 

electrodes via Schottky junction [44, 62]. These excited electrons work as a suppressor of 

recombination holes in the solar cell, as demonstrated in Figure 6. Apart from these procedures 

mentioned above, the industrial approach optimizes ion concentration in solar cells by 

incorporating a LiOH electrolyte. This optimization of the solar cell enhances the efficiency 

further with the addition of conducting polymer. 

 
Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the separation and recombination of carriers at Schottky junctions' interfaces 

formed by single-layer graphene (SLG)/Si and multi-layer graphene (MLG)/Si. SCR – space charge region. 

Reprinted with permission ref [62]. Copyright 2013 John Wiley and Sons. 

Theoretically, the bandgap value of graphene is zero as it comprises of planar 

monolayered structure, but the lattice defects and stacking of layers on the surface of its 2D 

structure increase the bandgap. A comparative bandgap pictograph of graphene with other 

semiconducting materials was represented in Figure 7 [63]. Apart from zero bandgap value, 

certain anomalous characteristics features like high electron mobility, strange quantum Hall 

effect, and metallic behavior in certain cases had been observed [64]. The reduction of 

dimension between the graphene layers can be effective in acquiring desired band gap, and 

therefore, the production of graphene with semiconducting property can be made possible by 

tuning the bandwidth ~ 1-2 nm. 

HOMO-LUMO energy diagrams are crucial to grasp the underlying chemical 

interactions between graphene and other layers stacked in multi-junction and dye-sensitized 

solar cells. The analysis of Frontier Molecular Orbital (FMO) is one of the most important 

portions to know the HOMO-LUMO energy explanation outcome of graphene whether it will 

act as a hole generating layer or electron-donating layer. The highest and third-highest occupied 

molecular orbital (MO) is mandatory for investigating the MO behavior of graphene. Also, the 

analysis of the lowest and third-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital energy is inevitable. 

Electronic absorption spectra have proved that the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied 

MO are alpha MO levels 242 and 243. The difference of energy between HOMO (242) and 

LUMO (243) was -3.76 eV and 2.59 eV, respectively [65]. The HOMO-LUMO energy gap of 

graphene was calculated through an isolated gas molecular calculation process and was found 

to be 6.34 eV. The calculated HOMO-LUMO energy gap value of graphene helped in 

elucidating its reactivity and chemical characteristics. Thus, it is essential to analyze the 
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HOMO-LUMO energy levels of graphene so that its reactivity and solar cells' mechanism can 

be properly explained.  

 
Figure 7. Comparative bandgap values for various 2D semiconductor materials investigated so far. The crystal 

structure is also displayed to highlight the similarities and differences between the different families. The grey 

horizontal bars indicate the range of bandgap values that can be spanned by changing the number of layers, 

straining, or alloying. This broad bandgap range spanned by all these 2D semiconductors can be exploited in a 

wide variety of photonics and optoelectronics applications, such as thermal imaging (to detect wavelengths 

longer than 1,200 nm), fiber optics communication (employing wavelengths in the 1,200–1,550 nm range), 

photovoltaics (which requires semiconductors that absorb in the 700–1,000 nm range), and displays and light-

emitting diodes (requiring semiconductors that emit photons in the 390–700 nm range). Reprinted with 

permission from ref [63]. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. 

 Despite the fact that graphene is in the youth stage of commercialization, it has been 

well-known for its high electrical conductivity containing both electrons and holes as charge 

carriers. Hence, it is also considered as zero-overlap semi-metal [66]. Generally, the carbon 

atom obtains six electrons, amongst which four outer shell electrons are the charge carriers in 

graphene. The Brillouin zone's six individual corners consist of low energy, and energy transfer 

linearly takes place. The Fermi level of graphene alters with doping; hence it helps to become 

more effective as an electronic conductor. This property makes it a promising candidate as an 

electrode in solar cell industries. The charge carrier density impacts immensely on the 

reflection and transparency property. Henceforth, graphene's high optical transparency sums 

up its privilege over its metallic counterparts in solar cells. Dynamic conductivity of hetero-

atom doped graphene reaches the universal constant value at low temperature [67]. Therefore, 

transparency and charge carrier density is dependent on each other as an electrode in solar cells. 

Thus, it can be concluded that direct inter-band transmission of electrons helps reveal 

graphene's optical properties. 
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 The mechanical strength comprising graphene's flexibility acts as an advantageous 

parameter in solar panels and consequently, the demand for CVD-graphene has hastened due 

to its flexible nature [68]. The flexibility and high mechanical strain make it more durable and 

reliable as an electrode material [69]. Hence, the flexible nature enables the possibility to cut 

the material into thinner pieces for various categories of solar cells. Fortunately, graphene is 

one of the lightest and strongest materials available on earth, creating high opportunities in 

photovoltaics industries with high longevity and facile transportation. With a background as a 

zero bandgap 2D material, the filling factor is another parameter that makes this wonder 

material a demanding substance among photovoltaics companies. As an efficiency measuring 

unit or factor to absorb the energy, graphene is engineered between two layers that augment 

the extraction ability and electron mobility due to its enhanced fill-factor [70]. In the case of 

graphene, the fill factor is analogous to its efficiency in fabricating anodes for solar cells and 

diodes. The efficiency in absorbing the pumped energy from the solar radiation will also help 

estimate the graphene solar cell's mechanical efficiency. From the following mathematical 

expression, it is possible to know the factors that influence the filling factor of a particular 

material i.e. 

1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐹
𝜋𝑟

𝑆

2

𝛼𝐿) 

 Herein, S = the cross-sectional area; r = radius; α = absorption co-efficient; L = length 

of the double layered fibre being used into the setup and F = filling factor. 

From the above expression, it is quite evident that the filling factor is significant for 

double-layered materials like graphene. Apart from that, the length of the fiber used in the setup 

will also have to be increased, and the calculation of the filling factor to obtain the efficiency 

helps in many ways. It minimizes the mathematical complexities of calculating absorption 

efficiency differently and lowers the time required to perform a complete absorption efficiency 

estimation. Hence, calculation of the filling factor is necessary for knowing its efficiency as an 

electrode of solar cells. 

Similar to explaining the fill-factor equation for graphene anodes, it demonstrates the 

impact and importance of constructing solar cells. Reduction of the cross-sectional area of the 

used material would significantly reduce the amount of absorption [71]. In a similar trend, 

reducing the radius will increase the absorption efficiency of absorbing material – graphene. 

An increase in the values of L and α will also increase the absorptive efficiency of graphene 

electrodes used in the solar cell. It is quite natural that the increase in both the aforementioned 

parameters will increase the absorbing material's absorption efficiency. Hence, before 

incorporating graphene as an electrode in a solar cell, it is always necessary to supervise the 

parameters that control the fill factor and enhance the graphene electrode's efficiency in the 

solar cell; otherwise, the solar cell will suffer from low efficiency and durability. Graphene 

demonstrated extraordinary electron mobility even at a temperature range of 10K to 100K, and 

the electrons exhibited free and independent movement [72]. For this particular material, the 

defect scattering method was generally followed as dominant scattering. It had been found that 

the scattering phonons at room temperature showed a higher value than copper, which is 

considered an efficient electron conductor in household appliances.  The acoustic phonon 

scattering value for graphene is nearly 2,00,000 cm2 V-1 s-1 which is nearly ten times higher 

than copper [73, 74]. 

In 2020, Balandin quoted a brief perspective that the possibility of having a diverse 

range of applications would rise upon exploiting graphene's phononic properties than electronic 
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characteristics [75]. So far, the theoretical and experimental data strongly suggest graphene has 

been a superior tour-de-force material amongst all existing semiconductors. Hence, over the 

last decade, these wonder material's phenomenal features brought many gazes to solar cell 

industrialists. Thus, graphene is not confined only to lab-scale research, but graphene-based 

products' commercialization has gradually begun.  

4. Effects of Graphene Layers in Solar Cell 

In 2018, Wu et al. highlighted that the quenching effect goes hand in hand with solar 

efficiency and fill factor of graphene layers; therefore, fluorescence property needs to be 

demonstrated using fluorescence imaging and bio-sensing ability [76]. This design's key 

element mainly depended upon the designation of absorbing graphene layer with the rigidity 

and thickness of spacer that had already been adjusted to tune the distance between fluorophore 

and graphene. The quenching efficiency did not reach beyond a certain limit for a particular 

chemical entity, and it was observed in the case of graphene the value did not exceed 30% even 

when the distance between the dying material and graphene was increased up to 30 nm. In 

figure 8, the schematic nanostructure model was shown where fluorescence quenching was 

observed. 

 
Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the synthesis of a nanostructure model (SiNPs@TAMRA@Si-NH2) for 

studying fluorescence quenching ability of graphene oxide (GO);(a) Amino-modified silica nanoparticle; (b) the 

nanoparticle was conjugated with TAMRA through succinimidyl ester;(c) A rigid silica shell with different 

thickness was formed to separate the fluorophore and GO;(d) GO wrapped the silica nanocomposite tightly by 

the strong electrostatic interaction between the second layer of amino-silica and GO. Reprinted with permission 

from ref [76]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 

 Photo-active graphene is generally produced using chemical functionalization 

techniques from pristine graphene, where different kinds of light-harvesting molecules are 

chemically attached [76-78]. It was also evident whenever chemical functionalization had been 

bypassed, the strong electrostatic force and - interactions within the interlayers of pristine 

graphene ended up in aggregation of the layers. Hence rising photovoltaic industries prefer to 

GO as HTL over pristine graphene. 

 Apart from using mere GO electrodes, this chemical functionalization process had 

experimented with silver doped r-GO had also been used as an efficient electrode in various 

dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) [79, 80]. Although it boosted efficiency, large-scale 

production would be highly expensive due to the silver nitrate (AgNO3) precursor. Similarly, 

a trace amount of gold had been doped graphene solar cell prior to usage in DSSC [81]. In 

contrast to Ag-doped GO films, short circuit density reduced in Au doped graphene films with 

increased Au concentration. With respect to chemical functionalization, the enhanced 
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efficiency of graphene-based solar cells depended on two things: charge transfer resistance and 

lowest leak current.  

Lately, it was also observed that Schottky solar cells were gaining much more attention 

due to their work efficiency. It contains the unconventional junction of the Schottky structure 

of graphene and silicon [82]. These graphene/silicon hybrid solar cells had undergone much 

advancement in the last few years. Various new technical strategies had been used to improve 

the efficiency and steady power conversion characteristics of the graphene/silicon solar cells. 

The quasi p-n junction of this graphene/silicon solar cell gets tunneled by Al2O3 interlayers 

between silicon and graphene. This technology increased the PCE value up to 8.5% without 

any doping in the graphene layers. These high-efficiency cells have been more desiring for the 

current needs, and gradually, market demands are rising too. Hence, graphene/silicon doped 

solar cell industrial production is progressing simultaneously with mere graphene solar panels. 

Similarly, with the growth of graphene quantum dots (GQDs), three different types of graphene 

quantum dot solar cells viz. N-doped GQDs (NGQD) [83] and S-doped GQDs (SGQD) [84] 

and S-N co-doped GQDs (SNGQD) [85] emerged out that are mainly produced by using 

hydrothermal methods. Among these aforementioned GQDs, the S, N- co-doped GQDs were 

mostly efficient because they made the open-circuit voltage rise up to 360 mV, short circuit 

current by 1.84 mA cm-2, and power conversion efficiency up to 0.293%. However, these cells 

aren't suitable for household purposes but would be a boon for small electronic appliances in 

the future. Hence, the future usage of these eco-friendly GQD solar cells is indeed bright as 

these cells are quite transparent and can be used in window pane in the future. Apart from its 

low production cost and reliability, it also assures less or zero pollution for a sustainable 

environment that caused more and more advancement and studies in this field. 

5. The Present Inside Story of Graphene-Based Solar Cell 

 In the recent past, it has been found that graphene-based solar cells are quite prosperous 

in the field of renewable energy production over conventional silicon-based solar panels, which 

have a detrimental environmental impact upon discarding. A team of researchers from MIT 

brought the future one step closer with the fabrication of low-cost, eco-friendly transparent 

graphene solar cells and harnessed a substantial amount of energy [86]. Ubiquitously, various 

private companies have taken initiatives to produce only graphene-based solar cell products 

ever since it is widely accepted in the global market. The primary initiative in this regard is an 

economically viable setup, and graphene electrodes used in the cells are made of inexpensive 

and most abundant carbon resources. On the other hand, carbonaceous precursors used to 

manufacture photovoltaics are easier to manufacture, making the entire device and setup light 

weight and portable. These are the few gorgonized changes administered into the setup of solar 

panels by various companies for an economical and environment-friendly design. German 

industry – Aixtron manufactured a large area deposition of graphene using a roll-to-roll system 

under ambient conditions. This technology might be a game-changer as bulk scale CVD 

processes do not require CVD process and inert conditions [87]. In this regard, the light 

transmission performance in the G12 evolution series of ZNShine Solar had been increased by 

introducing thin graphene film in the setup. The company had also collaborated with Bharat 

Heavy Electricals Limited for shipment of 10% of graphene-based photovoltaics [29, 88] 

 Other than this, Shanghai-based manufacturer - China Carbon Graphite Group 

distributes raw products of the graphene-based solar cell through its subsidiary wing - Royal 
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Elite New Energy Science and Technology [89]. This company's major products are graphene 

bipolar plates, graphene electrodes, and GO for constructing solar panels. Canadian graphite 

manufacturer – Elcora Advanced Material produces few-layered graphene without depending 

on non-functionalized chemical moieties and acid [90]. Their products are innovative and 

unique in their own way since operating a large-scale batch reactor monitoring eco-friendly 

green processes and cost-effectiveness is extremely challenging. As the rush for a sustainable 

future is high, companies like First Graphene and Grafoid Inc. invested huge capital resources 

to develop low-cost graphene nanoplatelets using environment-friendly routes [91, 92]. First, 

graphene is trying to produce high-quality pristine graphene nanoplatelets using electro-

chemical exfoliation from natural graphite ore that can be used as an efficient graphene 

electrode in graphene-based solar cells. On the other hand, Grafoid's products are prepared at 

room temperature, and so far, mineral acids had been avoided in manufacturing bulk amounts. 

Grafoid had collaborated with Focus Graphite Group, and they own 40% of the company's 

share. This kind of developmental strategy helped it increase its $ 3.5 million aids from private 

investors in 2013 to $ 6.46 million USD grant from the Canadian government. Production of 

graphene electrodes had been an inevitable part of graphene solar panels hence, Canadian 

manufacturer - Saint Jean Carbon had pioneered in fabricating graphene anodes as well as 

focused on producing graphene-induced lithium-ion batteries [93].   

 British start-ups Graphene NanoChem and Haydale Graphene Indus are eyeing on 

design and delivering graphene-based applications for global consumers [94, 95]. Haydale's 

products are popular for their magnificent quality as well as they started producing flexible 

graphene electronics and conductive graphene ink. The company is trying to capture the global 

market by investing $ 7.8 million in improving the efficiency and performance of its products. 

Processing and handling the nanoplatelets is the prime strategy of the R&D wing of this 

company. This strategy prompted Briggs Automotive Company to partner with Haydale and 

manufacture the first super-car Mono-R of the future with a graphene carbon fiber composite 

body. The main reason for researching this topic is getting information on whether it can be 

used to make energy storage devices, photovoltaic, and sensors. Not only industries, UK space 

agency and the University of Central Lancashire has partly funded the start-up industry to 

exploit graphene in an outer-space environment at the cryogenic condition as a sensor. On the 

other hand, Graphene NanoChem produces superior quality few-layered graphene from 

bottom-up chemical synthesis. Likewise, certain small-scale industries like XG Sciences have 

patented cutting-edge technology to produce graphene in various forms suitable for target 

applications [96, 97]. Most of these innovations have many speculations as conductive inks in 

electronics and photovoltaics. Hence once again, it proved the variation in the shape and 

morphology of graphene varies its application. Versarien has recently launched a graphene-

enhanced photothermal protective mask in the fight against the dreaded SARS-CoV-2 

responsible for huge fatality in this pandemic of 2020 [98]. Freshly, it has signed a partnership 

with a US-based carbon nanotube manufacturing company, giving it the chance to examine its 

performance and efficiency as a part of graphene-based solar cells. To capture the market 

demands, the industry has also collaborated with NovoCarbon Corporation to innovate 

inexpensive ways of producing pristine graphene films. Previously, the company was known 

to engineer energy storage devices and inks based on graphene nanoplatelets [99]. Russian 

industry – AkKo Lab has modified Li-ion secondary batteries with 5 nm graphene anodes 

[100]. The energy storage device is still in the prototype stage and is considered the next 
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generation highly intense energy storage device for solar cells. Over the years, the company 

had been selling graphene, GO, and nano-graphite as chief products. 

 

Figure 9. Pie chart of worldwide graphene manufacturing. 

Fourteen tonnes were produced in 2009, after a decade, graphene production 

skyrocketed to 1200 tonnes and is expected to reach over 1500 tonnes by the end of 2020 [101]. 

This statistic highlighted the gradual rise of graphene over the years due to multiple commercial 

products that are available in the market apart from solar panels. According to US Geological 

survey in 2019, China, India, Brazil, Canada, and Mozambique are the top graphite mining 

nations globally. This census corroborates the significant rise of graphene panel manufacturing 

in China and Canada over the last couple of years. The nation-wise pie-chart analysis of 

graphene manufacture in figure 9 shed light on the increasing extent of graphene production in 

the global market. From the worldwide graphene manufacturing data, it has been made clear 

that the US is the highest producer of graphene-based solar cell in the world with a total of 24% 

of global manufacture preceded by China (17%), India (11%), the UK (11%) and Spain (10%) 

[102]. 

At present, the high cyclability and rate capability had given graphene a phenomenal 

status as an electrode for solar cells, and statistics of graphene production had risen 

significantly. Not only has it been a hot topic for the photovoltaics industry, but various 

renowned tech-giants and multinational companies had also launched graphene-based products 

for global customers, as displayed in Table 1. Several graphene properties had been utilized, 

and hence it had been made possible that this wonder-material can be a part of earphone as a 

bass treble enhancer, strengthening a bicycle frame and a chief component for a luxurious 

super-car-like Lamborghini. To make more gradation in graphene products, every 

multinational company is bringing out their best to improve research and development. It is not 

like all R&D techniques and strategies used by these numerous companies are always 

generating fecund results. Sometimes, it had also caused countless shortcomings and failures. 

Although many research articles are published every year by academicians, most of them fail 

to address the industrial needs. Thus, research on graphene production is confined within lab 

walls. Almost 16 years had passed since the discovery of graphene, but it is being recognized 

outside the research fraternities very late due to a lack of 'lab-to-land’ implementation research. 

However, the link between industry and academic institutes is bridged recently by 

commercializing certain graphene-based products apart from photovoltaics. 
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Table 1. List of various commercially available graphene-based commodities 

Company Model Country 

Origin 

Properties 

Utilized 

Features Ref 

MediaDevil Artisanphonics CB-

01 earphones 

UK Acoustic Few layers of graphene 

allowed to improve both 

the low-end (bass) and 

the high-end (treble) of 

the audio-wave 

earphones 

[103] 

McLaren RM 50-03 

Tourbillon Split 

watch 

UK Stiffness Graphene makes the 

product world's lightest 

watch 

[104] 

Nanomed Agile R100 

biosensor 

USA Electro-chemical Surface of graphene 

enables direct binding of 

proteins and reduce non-

specific bindings in 

cancer cell detection 

[105] 

Catlike Catlike Mixino 

helmet 

Spain Mechanical Graphene nanofibers 

inner skeleton of the 

helmet makes it super-

light  

[106] 

Vittoria Graphene 2.0 tyres Italy Mechanical Incorporating graphene 

in tires make it puncture 

resistant, boost its speed, 

performance and 

durability 

[107] 

Colmar Graphene Plus G+ 

apparels  

Italy Thermoregulation 

technology, 

electrical and 

antibacterial 

property 

Graphene in clothing 

preserves the body in 

cold weather and 

eliminates heat in a hot 

climate. Anti-static 

fabric avoiding 

proliferation of bacteria 

[108] 

Indian 

Motorcycle 

Clima Command 

Classic Seat 

USA Thermal Graphene ensures heat 

control and flexible seat 

cover for automobiles 

[109] 

CalBattery SiGr Anode for Li-

ion battery 

USA Chemical Composite of silicon-

graphene as anode 

[110] 

Hella Graphene engine oil 

additive 

Germany Tribological Graphene nanoplatelet 

added to reduce wear 

and friction in IC 

engines 

[111] 

Emberion VIS-SWIR linear 

array graphene 

photodetectors 

Finland Optical Graphene helps in 

converting light to 

electrical signal with 

noise reduction 

technology 

[112] 

NanoCase NanoGtech phone-

case 

Switzerland Thermal Extends battery life of 

mobile, keeping it cool 

and regulates over-

heating 

[113] 

Anker 

Technologies 

Zolo Liberty 

headphones 

China Mechanical Pioneered enhanced 

audio technology with 

high treble due to 

graphene 

[114] 

Xiaomi MI Pro 3-driver 

graphene earphones 

China Acoustic Graphene diaphragm 

improves the sound 

quality and dissipates 

noise 

[115] 

Huawei Mate 20X and 

Honor 10 X 

smartphones 

China Thermal  Graphene film act as a 

heat sink for the cell 

[116] 

FiiO FiiO F3 wired 

earphones 

China Acoustic and 

Electrical 

Graphene diaphragm 

high-fidelity audio and 

excellent conductivity 

[117] 

Galapad Galapad Settler China Chemical Graphene prevents 

moisture and acts as an 

anti-corrosive agent 

[118] 
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Company Model Country 

Origin 

Properties 

Utilized 

Features Ref 

Graphene Tech GP500 graphene 

nanoplatelet 

extrusion polymer 

Spain Chemical 4-7 layer of graphene 

dispersed in nylon-66 to 

make reinforced 

polymer coatings 

[119] 

TeamGroup Cardea Zero Z340 

M.2 PCIe Solid 

State Drive 

Taiwan Thermal Use of graphene helps in 

cooling down the hard 

drive 

[120] 

Absolute Black GRAPHENlube UK Chemical Claimed as world's 

longest-lasting lubricant 

for a cycle chain 

[121] 

Dassi Interceptor cycle UK Mechanical Graphene infused in 

framework makes the 

cycle extreme light and 

hardy 

[122] 

M-Solv/Thales Graphene supercap UK and 

European 

Union 

Electrical World's first 

commercial graphene 

supercapacitor 

[123] 

Graphenea GFET S-20 sensor 

chip 

Spain Electro-chemical Current leakage 

detection is possible 

even in liquid medium 

using graphene 

electrode 

[27] 

First Graphene Pure Graph 

elastomer 

Australia Chemical Graphene nanoplatelets 

had been used to 

increase abrasion 

resistance and strength 

in this product 

[91] 

Head Graphene XT tennis 

racquet 

USA-

Nederland 

Mechanical Graphene re-distributes 

the weight making it 

lighter with increased 

swing weight and 

maneuverability 

[124] 

Biolin Scientific Q-Sense GO Sensor Sweden Electro-chemical With the help of GO the 

device can measure the 

quantified amount of 

DNA, proteins, bacteria 

and viruses 

[125] 

Grays GR Composite 

hockey sticks 

UK Stress and 

Chemical 

Graphene composite 

makes the hockey sticks 

light and exceptionally 

strong 

[126] 

Applied 

Graphene 

Materials 

Genable 1000 series 

epoxy resin 

UK Chemical Used in paints and 

coating with the addition 

of graphene makes it 

anti-corrosive 

[127] 

Iterchimica Srl Gipave asphalt Italy Thermal and 

Mechanical 

Graphene enhanced 

polymer gives long-

lasting asphalt for road 

making 

[128] 

Momo Design FGTR Graphene 1.0 

helmet 

Italy Mechanical and 

Thermal 

Heat dissipation and 

graphene distributes the 

force of impact on 

accident  

[129] 

NRC Everest sunglass Italy Optical Graphene increases the 

flexibility, lightness and 

durability of the frame 

[130] 

inov-8 G-series shoes UK Mechanical First-ever sports shoes 

with graphene and 

considered to have the 

toughest grip 

[131] 

Fadel Freshoes (prototype 

stage) 

Italy Thermal and 

Antibacterial 

Futuristic footwear 

controlling freshness 

and heat flow of body 

and environment due to 

graphene 

[132] 

Lamborghini  Terzo Millenio 

electric super-car 

(prototype stage) 

Italy Electrical Future electrical super-

car collaborated with 

MIT in prototype stage 

[133] 
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6. The Limitations in Brief 

 Over a decade of dedicated research and meticulous scientific findings, graphene has 

established itself as an excellent solar cell material that will be efficient, inexpensive, and 

environmentally benign. Numerous research contributions by graphene manufacturing private 

sectors and academic institutes had developed procedures and techniques to get more efficient 

and active graphene panels. In contrast to various advantages as a part of solar cell, it also 

possesses some limitations that can also become a barrier from considering its status as one of 

the best materials for an efficient solar cell. Graphene is generally considered a brilliant 

conductor of electricity, but it does not possess any band gap in its molecular orbital structure 

and that shortcoming in its molecular structure is being rectified by researchers over the last 

few years [134]. Once this limitation gets rectified, it can be used as a highly efficient anode in 

almost every solar cell type. Moreover, graphene inclines to get oxidized in any oxidative 

environment. Thus it causes structural changes and further leads to alteration of its chemical 

properties. The unique characteristics for which it has gained a universal symbol as a wonder 

material might get tarnished in a nutshell. This kind of chemical alteration and structural change 

can be an obstacle whenever a large amount of energy production is considered. Other than 

these two limitations, graphene also exhibits some toxic characteristics. That is another 

problem in the development stage to be eliminated by the research communities. Hence, these 

are the few drawbacks that are causing barriers in usage and approval of graphene in the solar 

cell for broad-scale commercialization.  

Several steps are being taken to address these limitations above by industries and 

academic institutions. Usually, two electrodes are used in secondary cells, but only one 

electrode is used in the case of solar cells. Hence, the change in work function value and 

direction of electron flow is the main two things that need to get addressed. In a solar cell with 

only one electrode, the whole system is complex for electrons' flow. To retain the whole process 

intact, investigators had tried to change the work function, but it is a highly challenging task to 

change the work function of a certain material. Apart from this persisting issue, it had been 

found that depositing graphene electrodes into the solar setup is an arduous task. The bottom 

of a graphene electrode is deposited on a substrate material (generally glass or elastomers) by 

which the solar cell is constructed [135]. During this deposition process, water is used as a 

solvent as graphene tends to disperse poorly. However, to get a high degree of dispersion, 

various organic solvents are in trial to replace water.  

Usually, in common graphene-induced solar cells, it shows a power conversion 

efficiency of 8.6% while embedded in the n-Si Schottky junction solar cell with AM 1.5 

illumination. This value can be increased by the factor of 4.5 upon doping into solar cell 

material. In order to gain this, graphene undergoes doping with ionic liquids such as 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)amide, bistriflimide, etc. [136-138]. The shift in chemical 

potential due to doping helps increase the carrier density of graphene, eventually increasing the 

in-built potential of solar cells that help retain longer cell life than the conventional ones. 

 

7. The Future is Not Far 

The serendipitous discovery of graphene opened a new chapter about 2D materials with 

exclusive physical and chemical properties that completely contradict other existing 

nanomaterials. The domain of its application has already been countless and this wonder-

material is even being used as a commercial product in the fight against the pandemic of 2020. 
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The future prospects of graphene are expected to reach fathoms in upcoming years as it will 

not only be restricted within photovoltaics industries. Today's vast cutting-edge prototypes and 

experiments draw a pristine vista about graphene's fate as various entrepreneurs found its charm 

as a sustainable material in solving complex public demands. ISE Fraunhofer, one of the most 

distinguished German photovoltaic institutes, aims to use natural resources to secure the 

livelihood of the present and assures that future generations do not suffer from the scarcity of 

natural resource energy depletion [139]. To achieve this goal, the institute is prioritizing 

itsR&D activity to achieve sustainability and security in the renewable energy sector. This 

research institute's mission is to carry out effective research works in the field of renewable 

energy while collaborating with a global corporation with similar interests. ISE Fraunhofer 

officials believe that successful research outcomes with global partners' collaboration will help 

achieve their organizational goal. Similarly, Tesla, another market giant in solar cell 

production, has set a mission to hasten the world's transition towards renewable and sustainable 

energy [140]. It also advocates the transition towards clean energy and changes the common 

people's energy usage tendency, making them more reliant on renewable energy. Conventional 

knowledge conveys that less reliance on fossil fuel will automatically lower the emission level 

into the environment. In order to facilitate this cause, Tesla is giving importance to the 

procedures of new-age energy production, storage, and consumption for the consumers. 

Powerwall, Powerpack, and Solar-roof are the three main energy solutions invented by Tesla 

to retain their mission and to achieve their organizational goal. Some of these energy solutions 

are directly linked with the usage of graphene derivatives for future prospects. Not only the 

usage of graphene has been restricted within this planet, but the Breakthrough Starshot project 

aimed to develop graphene for the interstellar voyage in spacecraft-related works [141]. The 

project was a vision of the late Stephen Hawking, Mark Zuckerberg, and Yuri Milner to 

develop ultrafast photon-driven nano-crafts into the Alpha Century star system. Graphene has 

been considered a core material to make these hi-tech nano-crafts reach this stellar system 

within the next twenty years for its light weightiness and photovoltaic capability. Similarly, 

graphene-enhanced supercapacitors have a unique property to get charged and discharged 

within a short span, making them suitable for spacecraft. Aerospace business giant Thales is 

trying to utilize graphene's unique characteristics in aerospace technology, and research work 

has been commissioned for an extensive five years from 2019 [123, 142]. 

Graphene has proved to be one of the most successful materials in diverse terrestrial 

electronics, and it is considered to be equally efficient in designing spacecraft to sustain a 

hostile environment of outer space. This lightweight material helps retain the spacecraft's low 

mass and the solar panels in satellites due to their corrosion resistive property and photovoltaic 

performance. These properties will make the spacecraft capable of obtaining high-speed 

acceleration for a long duration and generating electricity from the sun, and thus prototype 

experiment was undergone by Boreal Space in the stratosphere [143]. 

It will also help the spaceship endure the low temperature of space due to its inert nature 

and high chemical stability at cryogenic conditions. Therefore, graphene-made space voyagers 

and crewless vehicles will also be tailor-made for Martian atmosphere and terrain that contains 

only 1.3% of oxygen, and the average temperature is also much lower than the earth, i.e., 60o 

C [144-146]. Hence, graphene-made space craft will easily endure low oxygen and sub-zero 

temperatures while doing their work correctly. Japanese Space Agency (JAXA) has introduced 

a new concept in the field of graphene-induced solar cells. Instead of believing in the material, 

they think that taking the solar energy set up closer to the sun will increase its efficiency and 
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amount of power production. For this purpose, they launched Space Solar Power System 

(SSPS) project to place the solar panels in the earth's orbit [147]. Microwaves will help in this 

regard to transfer power collected from the sunbeam wirelessly. This project is a unique one of 

its kind and quite handy to produce energy too. 

Similarly, implementing graphene-based solar cells in robotics and artificial 

intelligence can save the workload, time, and pressure of mankind in various ways. Graphene 

panels and supercapacitors are well known for their efficient energy production. Thus, it can 

extend the battery life of robots [148]. On the other hand, if these robots are used for 

agricultural purposes, they will automatically recharge its battery from the exposed sunlight. 

The ideal solar power-driven automobile industry had been an exemplary vision for 

mankind for over a century. Dutch start-up Lightyear first introduced a car that has 400-800 

km range and can charge itself from the sunlight. Eventually, the car showed the capacity to 

run without being charged for months [149]. After that Toyota Prius range came with the self-

recharging option with 4 miles range, both these aforementioned cars worked 

underwhelmingly, and the solar-assisted electric automobiles remain completely unexplored 

till today.  The only reason behind this failure of solar-powered cars has been a meager6.4 

horsepower rate engine, while a normal lawnmower has 18 horsepower rate engines. Hence 

these cars become slower than its expectation. The panels used in solar energy-driven cars 

mainly convert solar energy into electric energy. Hence, it can be concluded that to improve 

engine capacity. It is much necessary to improve the efficiency and production rate of electrical 

energy by fabricating graphene matrixed InGaAs alloy solar panels for these automobiles. 

From the previous discussion, it is clear that graphene is always a superior choice to build an 

efficient solar panel to help the automobile industry improve its engine capacity if introduced 

due to some unique chemical and physical characteristics. 

Before the emergence of graphene cells, Li-ion batteries were used, but it showed some 

drawbacks compared to the new generation graphene batteries. Albeit, Lithium Iron Phosphate 

batteries (LFP) are self-rechargeable batteries; they also have low energy density even though 

power density is higher than conventional Li batteries. The introduction of graphene in this Li-

battery makes the setup super light [150, 151]. Along with it, fast charging capacity and greater 

efficiency were observed than the normal Li-ion batteries. The driving range and efficiency of 

electric cars can be improved if graphene-based super-caps are introduced with these eco-

friendly cars' Li-ion batteries. Along with the increase of efficiency and capacity introduction 

of graphene in automobiles, products can also improve the battery's durability. It has been seen 

that graphene works as a more durable, less expensive, yet most efficient chemical entity in 

usage than any other alternative energy-producing products available commercially. In 2016, 

Huawei introduced a sui-generis graphene-enhanced Li battery that could function at high 

temperatures (near about 60o C) with a longer operational time than conventional Li batteries 

[152]. This gives a broad picture that futuristic graphene batteries can sustain high 

temperatures. According to Xinhua news agency of China, product architect and CEO of Tesla 

Inc. Elon Musk, acclaimed to upgrade electric model cars by 2022 that will replace the batteries 

of their conventional Model S Sedan with extra mileage cars equipped with graphene batteries. 

The next-gen graphene-based electrodes will have quadruple density and output with respect 

to Li-ion cells [153]. In 2020, Rice University reported the marvelous graphene capability 

blended with polymer gel Li-O2 cell that could recharge completely within 20 seconds and 

retained 90% capacity after 2000 h lifetime [154]. 
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As air pollution rate propelled and air quality has become hazardous in major 

cosmopolitan cities, it has serious detrimental effects on human life due to smog. Italcementi 

recently proposed an extraordinary idea of solving the smog issue by composing graphene-

TiO2 cement that will have the capability to undergo photocatalysis and dissociate NOx formed 

from smog [155]. The cement is expected to work as conducting walls without the use of wiring 

systems in the home. Thus, this transfigures modern homes into sustainable eco-houses. The 

emergence of 3D printing technology has been a revolutionary invention of this decade for 

manufacturing units, and 3D printed graphene appliances didn't lack behind from emerging in 

the market. This 3D-printed graphene can provide high capacity work efficiency in the field of 

batteries, heat management, catalysis, and sensings[156-159]. Hence, it can be undoubtedly 

established that 3D printed graphene can act as an outstanding futuristic graphene panel. A thin 

graphene sheet generally remains divided by small air pores, and the 3D representation helps 

to retain the characteristics of graphene more properly. 

8. Conclusions 

 It can be concluded that graphene is one of the most promising chemical entities of this 

decade. It was beyond humankind's perception that a material discovered from serendipity will 

be so versatile for modern technical and scientific development. Both its physical and chemical 

properties can be utilized in every possible way, and graphene can also replace many other 

chemical entities that are being used successfully for a long time in numerous energy-producing 

machinery. In some cases, it has been seen that using graphene jointly with other chemical 

entities improves the efficiency and working capacity of that particular setup. Industrial 

production has been high, with the whooping global demand for graphene-based commercial 

products. In photovoltaics, prior graphene, other electron conductors used to be considered the 

main part of the solar cell; however, with the modification in its feature, graphene has been 

found to be a promising electrode in solar panels. The newly developed industrial sector 

procedures plummet its high price, and light weight and corrosion resistive property are highly 

suitable for photovoltaics. Moreover, this review highlighted the anticipation and expectation 

this wonder-material might receive in upcoming years. It is glued to terrestrial usage and has 

reached the experimental trial stage for space voyage and research. It is also expected to bloom 

in the robotics as well as AI industries soon with its energy-producing ability. Many private 

companies and research institutes are now giving importance to the R&D of graphene 

chemistry to bring more improvements into graphene-induced solar cells to improve efficiency 

and production. After such successful implementation of graphene electrodes in the solar cell, 

various other electronic entities are also trying to improvise graphene in their machinery so that 

the same level of efficiency can also be achieved in those sectors. The introduction of solar 

cells in the automobile industry will make them an environment-friendly industry. Graphene 

solar cells in solar cars will help increase their range and speed, which are the most important 

factors to take care of in the automobile industry. In the short graphene-induced solar cell is 

the most useful invention of the decade that is getting more attention and development by 

modern science and research wings worldwide. Scientists are also trying hard to make 

graphene-based solar cells harvest more energy within less time. By facilitating solar energy, 

fields' graphene directly promotes clean, sustainable, and environmentally benign energy 

production and use worldwide. 
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